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Abstract. Using satellite imagery for the study of Earth's resources is attended by many 

researchers. In fact, the various phenomena have different spectral response in 

electromagnetic radiation. One major application of satellite data is the classification of 

land cover. In recent years, a number of classification algorithms have been developed for 

classification of remote sensing data. One of the most notable is the decision tree. The aim 

of this study was to compare three types of decision trees split algorithm for land cover 

classification in Doviraj catchment in Ilam province, Iran. For this, propose, first, the 

geometric and radiometric corrections were performed on the 2007 ETM+ data. Field data 

as training sites were collected in the various classes of land use. The results of image 

classification accuracy assessment showed that the Gini split classification. With kappa 

value 89.98 and the entire accuracy 91.17% was significantly higher, then categorization of 

branching and the branching ratio and Entropy with kappa values of 88.45 and 90.65 and 

the entire accuracy of 86.21 and 86.15%, respectively.  
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Introduction 
Some of the phenomena and ground 

effects such as rangeland are changed 

because of natural or human activities 

over time. This condition influences 

ecosystem function and conditions. 

Therefore, the need for detection, 

prediction, and observation of such 

changes in an ecosystem is of great 

importance  . In addition, gaining 

knowledge about the rangeland condition 

and its health plays an important role in 

management factor. Evaluation and 

monitoring of the rangeland condition is 

often dificult by only field data collection 

in global and regional scale. In this 

method, field data are limited to small 

places and short time intervals (Pettorelli 

et al., 2005). Remotely sensed evaluation 

is a very useful technology that can be 

used to obtain information from a 

distance without coming into direct 

contact with the object of interest, e.g. 

rangeland. As well, satellite imagery data 

is rapidly and repeatedly over large areas 

with high accuracy information. 

Accordingly, many researchers have 

employed this data to investigate plant 

(Mokhtari et al., 2000; Huete, 2004). 

Since the main objective of the 

satellite images processing is providing 

efficient and thematic maps, the selection 

of convenient method of classification 

plays a great role in so doing. Currently, 

there are different types of classification 

methods. Conventional methods of 

classification use statistical techniques 

including classification methods of 

maximum likelihood, minimum distance, 

and any expression that may serve which 

employed parametric classification 

algorithm. Statistical classification 

methods are depended upon data model 

such as normal distribution and thus the 

efficiency of these methods depend on 

the agreement amount of the data with 

this model. If the input data distribution 

is almost normal, the efficiency of 

statistical classification methods can be 

good. Despite the limitations of this 

method which is from the normal 

distribution assumption of the class 

signature (Swain and Davis, 1978), this is 

perhaps one of the mostly used 

classification methods (Wang, 1990; 

Hansen et al., 1996). Decision tree 

methods, unlike other classification 

approaches (for example: maximum 

likelihood method or artificial neural 

network methods) that simultaneously 

use a series of features (bands) for 

classification process in a single stage, 

are based on a series or multi-stage 

decision plan (Xu et al., 2005). 

     This method has been used 

successfully for a wide range of problems 

including image classification of remote 

evaluation (Yang et al., 2003; Xu et al., 

2005; Chubey et al., 2006). There are 

numerous articles regarding the 

classification of vegetation coverage and 

lands use using remote sensing evaluating 

data. The first land Earth coverage 

classification at global-scale with the 

maximum likelihood method has been 

done by Defris and Townshend (1994) 

and the provision of land coverage map 

with resolution power of 1 Km using 

unsupervised classification approach has 

been conducted by Loveland et al. 

(2000). In recent years, because of the 

limitations of these methods, decision 

tree and neural network approaches 

having nonlinear and nonparametric 

characteristics have been used in regional 

and global levels. Hansen et al. (1996) 

have employed the NOAA/AVHR data to 

provide land Earth coverage map at 

global scale and with spatial resolution 

power of 10 x 10 as well as decision tree 

and maximum likelihood methods. The 

accuracy of the decision tree method has 

been reported better than maximum 

likelihood (Hansen et al., 1996). The 

present study made an attempt to 

compare various methods of decision tree 

to extract the map of rangeland using 

Ladnsat ETM
+
 satellite imagery as well 

as RS and GIS technology. 
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Materials and Methods 

Study area 
The study area is located in the southern 

part of the Doviraj catchment in Ilam 

province, Iran with an area of 31938 ha 

(32º34´50"-32º46´54" N; 47º23´48"-

47º39´11" E) (Fig. 1). The annual rainfall, 

evaporation, and temperature are 264.4 

mm, 3117 mm, and 31.4ºC, respectively 

(Shahriari et al., 2010). (Fig. 2), 

demonstrates the process of the research 

stages. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Map of the study area (Doviraj catchment) in Ilam province  

 

 
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the research stages  
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Decision tree  
Decision tree goes through data 

sequential separation in every node to 

new nodes containing more 

homogeneous subsets based on the 

training pixel. The newly formed node 

may create a leaf in a case that the 

training pixels contain only one class or 

most of the pixels with one class. When 

there is no other node to split 

(separation), the final rules of tree 

decision (classification) would be formed 

(Fig. 3). Idrisi 15 software was used for 

this analysis. 

 
Fig. 3. A graphical design of decision tree 

 

Entropy splitting method  
 it is based upon the following equation 

(Equation 1):  
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Where 

S : number of pixels in the group S. 

Cj: number of class j pixels in the group S. 

k: number of groups from j=1 to k 

 

 

Gain ratio splitting method 
The gain ratio algorithm tries to 

overcome to the potential distortion 

(earsplitting) of entropy algorithm via the 

process of normalization. If we define the 

(X) splitting information as follows 

(Zambon et al., 2006), the split info 

represents the potential information 

generated by dividing S group to the n 

subgroup (Equation 2):  
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Where 

S : number of pixels in the group S. 

n: number of subgroup from i = 1 to n. 

Si : number of pixels in the group Si. 

 

Gini splitting method 
Gini splitting method tries to find the 

most homogeneous set among the data 

series and to separate it from the rest of 

the data (Zambon et al., 2006)    

(Equation 3):  

      SCfreqSCfreqSGini j

i

j ,1,     

(Equation 3) 

 

Where 

Cj: number of class j pixels in the group S 

S: group of pixels 

J: group number 

I: number of pixel 

 

Geometric correction 
The raw and primary images of satellite 

data would be had some error due to 

various reasons such as earth circulation 

and change in geometry satellite 

elevation and in this case, the satellite 

data are not comparable to each other. 

Therefore, the aim of geometric 

correction is compensating the 

aforementioned distortions that causes 

the geometric image be closer to the real 

world as much as possible (Alavipanah 

and Valdani, 2010). For this, the satellite 

image of Landsat ETM
+
 (2007) was 

transformed in UTM system (Zone 38, 

WGS 84) using ENVI 4.5 software. 

Coordinates of ground control points 

were obtained by the following methods 

those of the topography map (1:50000), 

aerial photography (1:20000), Google 

Earth satellite images, and ground 

reference points using GPS (Fig. 4). The 

image with the proper distribution of 

control points and the Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) of approximately 0.3 

pixels were georeferenced. Finally, re-

sampling method of the nearest neighbor 

was used to determine the new values of 

pixels and then the following 

classification methods for Landsat ETM
+
 

satellite image classification was 

employed. Three methods of decision 

tree were used for this study, namely 

Entropic Splitting method, Gini Splitting 

method, ande Gain Ratio Splitting 

method. 

 
Fig. 4. Location of georeferenced points for 

geometric correction 

 

Classification accuracy valuation 
The accuracy estimation is important to 

understand the obtained results and to 

apply the results to make decisions.  

Overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy, 

user's accuracy, and Kappa coefficient 

are the most common parameters of 

accuracy estimation (Lu et al., 2004; 
Alavipanah, 2005; Bonyad and 

Hajighaderi, 2007). Theoretically, overall 

accuracy probabilities cannot be a good 

scale for evaluating classification results 

because the role of chance is of 

significant in this index. The overall 

accuracy is calculated through the sum of 

the main diagonal elements of the error 

matrix divided by the total number of 

pixels according to the (Equation 4) 

(Alavipanah, 2005). 

 iiP
N

OA
1

                       (Equation 4) 

 

Where 

OA: Overall Accuracy 

N: Number of experimental pixels 
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Σpii: Sum of the main diagonal elements 

of the error matrix 
     Due to the discrepancies on the overall 

accuracy, Kappa index is often used in 

administrative works when the 

comparison of classification accuracy is 

taken into account since Kappa index 

considers the incorrectly classified pixels. 

Kappa index is calculated from the 

(Equation 5) (Bonyad and Hajighaderi, 

2007). 

 5)(Equation     100
1




 

c
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p
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Where 

Po: Properly observed 

Pc: Prospect contract 

     In this stage, the ground real map with 

field survey was performed using 

stratified random sampling. After the 

conformity of the produced map with the 

ground real map, the locations (points) 

were determined randomly on the map. 

Then through desert actions, coordinates 

of all locations were recorded by GPS. 
The table of the error matrix was formed 

and quantitative accuracy and Kappa 

coefficient, which expresses the user's 

accuracy and producer's accuracy, were 

studied.  

Results 
To classify ETM

+
 satellite image, lands 

use classes in 5 groups of forest lands 

class, barren lands, poor rangeland, fair 

rangeland, and good rangeland were 

determined. Then, training samples from 

the area level were collected using 

Google Earth satellite images and field 

visit (Fig. 5 and Table 1). 

Fig. 5. Training sites of the study area 

 
Table 1. Area of training sites of  

Land Cover Area of Training Site (ha) Percentage of Training Site  

Forest 288.3 0.9 

Barren land 107.7 0.33 

Poor rangeland 422.4 1.32 

Fair rangeland 1008.9 3.16 

Good rangeland 99.9 0.31 

Total 1927.2 6.02 

 

After identifying the separation amount 

of the classes, the classification of three 

methods of decision tree, namely, gain 

ratio, Gini, and entropy were measured. 

Therefore, the lands coverage maps for 

2007 were obtained (Figs. 6, 7 and 8). In 

the next stage, through field operations, 

statistical parameters of producer's 

accuracy, user's accuracy, overall 

accuracy, and Kappa coefficient were 

extracted using 1:20000 aerial 

photographs, Google Earth satellite 

images, and random sampling of the 

under study area level (Tables 2 and 3). 
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Fig. 6. Classification using Gini splitting method 

 

 
Fig. 7. Classification using Gain ratio splitting 

method 

 
Fig. 8. Classification using entropy splitting 

method 

 

When the results of (Tables 1 and 2) are 

analyzed, several important conclusions 

can be drawn: First, it was observed that 

forest and barren lands classes were 

classified with producer's accuracy higher 

than 90% in all the three methods. This 

shows the capability of high spectral 

resolution for these classes. Second, 

according to the observed results, the 

lowest producer's accuracy belonged to 

good rangeland class. This class is 

classified with 59.74% of producer's 

accuracy for the image of this area (in the 

case of using entropy method). While the 

Gini classification method (84.79%) and 

the Gain ratio classification splitting 

methods (88.11%) indicated a better 

producer's accuracy for this class. 
     Other results showed that the user's 

accuracy for the forest and barren lands 

classes was higher than 90% in three 

methods. The lowest user's accuracy was 

for good rangeland. This class was 

classified with the accuracy of 73.21% 

having a lower accuracy in compersion 

with other classes. The reason of this 

issue can be complexity or proximity of 

the boundaries resulted from the high 

spectral similarity with other classes and 

the mixed pixels in the experimental and 

training samples. 

     In this research, as demonstrated in 

the (Tables 3), the user's and producer's 

accuracy had a pretty good accuracy for 

the classification of good, fair, and poor 

rangeland classes. Producer's accuracy 

for the three pasture coverage was above 

80% (except for the good rangeland in 

entropy method) that was a proper 

number for classification accuracy. 
Moreover, user's accuracy for the 

classification of good, medium, and poor 

rangeland class was upper than 80% and 

it reached above 99% for the good 

rangeland class in entropy method. This 

indicates the ability of high spectral 

resolution for these classes. The lowest 

user's accuracy was for poor rangeland 

class. This class was classified with 

72.21% producer's accuracy for the 

image of this area. The reason seems to 

be have a similar spectral behavior or 

something very close to soil. 
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The classification results using three 

methods of the Gini, Gain ratio, and 

entropy have attained overall accuracy of 

91.17, 90.65, and 86.21 as well as Kappa 

coefficient of 89.98, 88.45, and 86.15 

percent, respectively. Finally, it can be 

said that among the three splitting 

methods used in this study, the Gini 

splitting method had a better 

performance. 
 

 

Tabel 2. Statistical characteristics of producer's accuracy for ETM
+
 image classification using three methods 

of decision tree  

Statistics of User's Accuracy  Statistics of Producer's Accuracy Land Use 

Gini Entropy Ratio  Gini Entropy Ratio  

97.43 96.84 97.74  96.97 96.74 91.33 Forest 

97.17 94.44 96.82  99.82 100 98.73 Barren land 

85.26 78.66 72.21  86.50 90.37 93.13 Poor rangeland 

88.16 81.83 93.76  87.80 83.90 80.97 Fair rangeland 

88.67 99.80 90.20  84.79 59.74 88.11 Good rangeland 

 
Tabel 3. Accuracy of different classification method for the extracted maps from ETM

+
 images  

 

Discussion 
For the classification of ETM

+
 satellite 

image, the vegetation classes were 

determined in five groups those of forest, 

barren lands, poor, fair, and good 

rangelands. Then, the classification was 

occurred based on the three methods of 

decision tree, namely, gain ratio, Gini, 

and entropy. In this study, the results of 

the accuracy evaluation of the classified 

images showed that the Gini splitting 

classification method with the Kappa 

coefficient of 89.98 and the overall 

accuracy of 91.17% had the highest 

accuracy. After that, Gain ratio and 

entropy splitting classifications with 

Kappa coefficient of 88.45 and 90.65 and 

the overall accuracy of 86.21% and 

86.15%, respectively, were located. The 

results of this study are in the line with 

the results of Yang et al. (2003), Xu et al. 

(2005), and Otukei and Blaschke (2010) 

and in contrast with the results of Borak 

and Strahler (1999). Additionally, the 

results showed that the rangeland 

classification by satellite images had a 

high and acceptable accuracy. The user's 

and producer's accuracy of poor, fair, and 

good rangeland in most of the methods  

was higher than 80%. 
     In this study, the highest accuracy was 

related to Gini splitting method. This 

result is against what Breiman et al. 

(1984) obtained as they stated that there 

was no significant difference among the 

different splitting methods. 
     This study revealed that the decision 

tree method had many advantages to 

other classification methods like fuzzy 

Artmap artificial neural network and the 

maximum likelihood. As well, they were 

fast in terms of computation (unlike the 

artificial neural network methods) and 

they did not follow the statistical 

assumptions regarding the data 

distribution (unlike the maximum 

likelihood method). Arekhi (2012) 

showed that decision tree was accurate 

method for mapping land use. At last, our 

result demonstraded that the decision tree 

seemed to be proper alternative to other 

classification methods for rangeland.  
 

 

 

 

Kappa Coefficient Overall Accuracy Algorithm 

89.98 91.17 Gini 

88.45 90.65 Ratio 

86.16 86.21 Entropy 
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پَضص هرتعي با استفادُ  بٌذي درختي جْت استخراج ًقطِّاي طبقِرٍشهقايسِ 

 آبخيس دٍيرج، استاى ايلام( حَزُ :هَردي)هطالعِ  ايّاي هاَّارُاز دادُ
 

 د، ثْشاد گل هحوذیج، ًغيجِ پبوجبسة، حغي فتحي سادالففزاهزسیهزسثبى 
 

 :پغت الىتزًٍيه ،)ًگبرًذُ هغئَل(اعتبديبر، گزٍُ هزتع ٍ آثخيشداری، داًؾىذُ وؾبٍرسی، داًؾگبُ ايلام، ايلام، ايزاى الف  
faramarzi.marzban@gmail.com 

 داًؾگبُ ايلام، ايلام، ايزاىسدايي، ی وبرؽٌبعي ارؽذ ثيبثبىداًؼ آهَختِ ة
 داًؾگبُ ايلام، ايلام، ايزاىی وبرؽٌبعي ارؽذ سراعت، داًؼ آهَختِ ج

 تزثيت هذرط، ايزاى، داًؾگبُ عجيعي هٌبثعداًؾىذُ ی وبرؽٌبعي ارؽذ هزتعذاری، داًؼ آهَختِد 

 

ّقبی   عي عبل ثبؽذ.ثٌذی پَؽؼ عغح سهيي هيای عجمِّبی هبَّارُدادُّبی عوذُ يىي اس وبرثزد .چکيذُ

 ّقب  اًقذ. يىقي اس آى  ّقبی عقٌدؼ اس دٍر اثقذا  ؽقذُ    ثٌذی دادُثٌذی ثزای عجمِعجمِ اخيز تعذادی الگَريتن

ِ     ّبی درختي هيثٌذیعجمِ ثٌقذی  ثبؽذ. ّذع افلي ايي هغبلعِ همبيغقِ عقِ الگقَريتن اًؾقعبة رٍػ عجمق

ثٌذی پَؽؼ عغح سهيي هٌغمِ دٍيقزج در اعقتبى ايقلام    )خيٌي، آًتزٍپي ٍ ًغجت ثْزُ( ثزای عجمِدرختي 

ETMّبی ثبؽذ. ثزای ايي، اثتذا تقحيحبت ٌّذعي ٍ راديَهتزی ثز رٍی دادُهي
فَرت گزفت.  2007عبل  +

اًتخبة گزديذ. ًتقبيح  ّبی آهَسؽي عپظ ثب ثبسديذّبی هيذاًي، عجمبت هختلف وبرثزی اراضي تعزيف ٍ ًوًَِ

ثٌذی اًؾعبة خيٌي ثب ضزيت وبپقبی  ثٌذی ؽذُ ًؾبى داد وِ رٍػ عجمِحبفل اس ارسيبثي دلت تقبٍيز عجمِ

ِ     17/91ٍ دلت ول  98/89 ثٌقذی اًؾقعبة ًغقجت ثْقزُ ٍ     % داری ثبلاتزيي دلقت ثَدًقذ ٍ ثعقذ اس آى عجمق

% در هزتجقِ ّقبی   15/86ٍ  21/86لت وقل ٍ د 65/90ٍ  45/88ّوچٌيي آًتزٍپي ثب ضزيت وبپبی ثِ تزتيت 

 ثعذی لزار گزفتٌذ. 
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